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Photon Interactions with Matter

• At energies above ~1 MeV the dominant photon interaction is with
the nuclear Coulomb field (κN) resulting in e+e- pair production
– Each carries off ~1/2 photon momentum
– (Small additional contribution of pair production for interaction with the

electronic Coulomb field (κe) )

Pair Production

Nuclear

Electron
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Electron Interactions with Matter

• At energies above few MeV the dominant process for electron
interactions is with the nuclear Coulomb field (κN) resulting in
radiation of a photon (Bremstrahlung)
– Cross sections are much larger than for photon pair production, but

typical small energy loss (small radiated photon energy)

Photon Energy

1b/MeV =

Electron Energy

Photon Yield ~1/Energy

e+p Bremstrahlung 
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Electromagnetic Showers
• An Electromagnetic Shower consists of a cascade of pair production

from gammas and Bremstrahlung from electrons, until electron energies
fall below the critical energy, Ecrit, and photons are no longer radiated by
electrons to sustain the shower.

Radiation Length (X0) == Depth at which
energy of electron (photon) is reduced by 1/e:

X0 = 0.56cm (Pb); X0 = 42cm (Scint.); X0 = 1.2cm (EMCal)

Critical Energy == E where
collisional energy loss equals
radiative energy loss:
Ecrit(MeV) = 800/(Z+1.2)

Ecrit = 8 MeV (EMCal)“Bad” schematic
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Electromagnetic Showers

• Low energy photons and electrons of shower induce atomic excitations
by absorption or electron emission.
– All of the shower energy is dissipated into atomic excitations, that finally end

up as thermal motion (heat! ergo calorimeter!)

Atomic excitations
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Electromagnetic Showers
• Due to the multiplicative growth in the number of electrons and photons

in the shower, the shower maximum occurs when the energy of the
leading particles falls below the critical energy.
– Photon and electron showers are basically the same, except that the

Bremstrahlung cross sections are larger and so electron showers develop ~1
X0 earlier.

Shower maximum depth:
d = X0 * ( ln (E/Ecrit )+ Cj )
 where Cj = -0.5 electrons; =+0.5 gammas
Example: depth = 7.5, 10.8, 14 X0 for 1, 10, 100 GeV γ in
EMCal (EMCal total depth = 20.1 X0 )

Shower width characterized by Moliere Radius:
XM = X0 * ( 21.2/ Ecrit (MeV) )
90% of Shower energy is contained within
cylinder of radius XM (99% within 3.5 XM )
XM = 3.2cm for EMCal
EMCal tower size = 6cm ~ shower size
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Hadron interactions with Matter
• Bremstrahlung radiation by heavy particles (hadrons and muons) is

suppressed (by 1/m2). They lose energy at a “low constant rate” (dE/dx)
by electromagnetic process of ionization and atomic excitation.
– But if a hadron strikes a nucleus it will undergo a strong interaction - “hadron

shower”
• Large energy deposit (nucleus fragments, nucleon and pion emission…)
• Nucleons and pion emitted to large angles; mostly doing dE/dx, but π0’s, γ’s and

electrons will create small electromagnetic showers within the hadronic shower

“MIP”

Electromagnetic Shower

Nuclear interaction length (1/e energy loss): λ=17cm (Pb); (EMCal 11cm of Pb)
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Using Shower Shape
• With a transversely segmented calorimeter, with towers of about the size of RM

(e.g. EMCal), the energy-weighted center of gravity can be used to calculate the
shower position (transverse coordinates - z,φ). ( σx ~ 5mm/sqrt(E) for EMCal)
– Depth information ρ must be assumed

• Depth is function of energy for EM showers, differs by 1X0 for e and γ
d = X0 * ( ln (E/Ecrit )+ Cj ) where Cj = -0.5 electrons; =+0.5 gammas

• Showers are deeper for hadron showers, or 1/2 thickness for MIPs
• The shape of the shower (I.e. dispersion of the cluster) can be used to

descriminate between hadrons and e or γ’s (PID=Particle Identification).

“MIP”

Electromagnetic Shower

Nuclear interaction length (1/e energy loss): λ=17cm (Pb); (EMCal 11cm of Pb)
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Energy Measurement
• The energy deposited in the calorimeter is “measured” by extracting

“some signal” that is proportional to the energy deposit.
– Examples: total ionization charge, or more typically scintillation light

• The “signal” then is obtained by “counting” the number of ionization
charges or scintillation photons N~E/Ecrit
– The relative error (intrinsic resolution) on the energy measurement then

goes like
• δE/E ~ const/sqrt(N) ~ σo/sqrt(E)

In a sampling calorimeter (like EMCal) the
energy deposit is only “sampled”  in the
scintillator - it is “blind” to the energy deposited
in the Lead. Energy resolution is worsened by
the fraction 1/f of the energy sampled.

• δE/E ~ σo/sqrt(E/f)

For EMCal f=10.3:  δE/E is sqrt(f)~3x worse than scintillator
Cf: PHOS σo =3.5% ; EMCal σo =11%
Why sampling? It’s cheap and compact.

(20X0 of Plastic scintillator = 800cm!)

Lead

Plastic
Scint.
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Sampling Calorimeter
• The deposited energy signal in a sampling calorimeter is the

scintillation light in the scintillator, but it must be extracted -
– Shashlik (Shish-Kebab) solution used for EMCal

• Lead and Scintillator is “skewered” by Wave-Length Shifting (WLS) fibers on a
grid of 1cm x 1cm spacing.

 

Lead

Plastic
Scint.
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Sampling Calorimeter
• Transmission of the scintillator “signal” is “Lossy”.

– WLS intercepts only fraction of the scintillator light
– Scintillator light must be absorbed, re-emitted, and captured by fiber
– Attenuation of light in WLS

• Small effect - but gives depth dependence of light yield per scintillator layer
– WLS light is converted to charge Q (e-h) in Avalanche PhotoDiode (APD)

• EMCal measurement gave ~4 photo-electrons per MeV of incident energy
– Source of Poisson fluctuations ~sqrt(Npe)

» Example: for 1 GeV  gamma  expect  1/sqrt(4000) = 1.5% contribution to the
resolution.

 

Back
(APD)

Front
Light attenuation in WLS bundle
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EMCal Readout
• In order to increase the signal (improve S/N) the charge signal is

“boosted” in the APD by operating the APD at a gain of about M=30
(HV~350V)
– 4 photo-electrons per MeV becomes 120 photo-electrons per MeV

• However, the Poisson fluctuations are stil on the 4 photo-electrons per MeV
• Also, the avalanche is a statistical process so it introduces additional fluctuations

that will worsen the resolution.
– The charge is integrated in the preamplifier to produce a voltage (VOut = Q/C)

• Charge conversion of 0.136 µV/e-

– Example: 1 GeV shower = 16.3mV voltage output from the preamplifier
• Decay time of 100µsec (= a voltage step function on the time scale of relevance)

 

VOut

APD Signal
Preamplifier
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EMCal SM Readout
• 3 Shielded Ribbon

Cables per Strip
Module
– 12 Modules (48

towers) per Strip

SM#2 @ Grenoble

FEE Crate
Signal from Preamp is
transmitted over ribbon
cable to Front End
Electronics (FEE)

VOut
VOut
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EMCal Signal Processing
• The “voltage step” signal VOut from the preamplifier is differentiated and

integrated with a “2nd order Bessel integrator” (!) resulting in an output
signal that has the shape of a Γ(2) function.

VOut

Preamplifier Output

Shaper Output

• The amplitude of the Γ(2) is proportional to the preamplifier VOut is
proportional to the charge Q collected on the APD is proportional to the
WLS light collected is proportional to the scintillation light produced is
proportional to the energy deposited by the photon (electron) !
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EMCal Signal Processing
• The shaper output is continuously being digitized every 100ns with 10-bits dynamic range by

the ALTRO (ALICE TPC ReadOut) chip (i.e a 10-bit, 10MHz flash ADC).
– (actually, each ALTRO has 16 Channels of FADC)

• When the ALTRO receives a L0 signal (issued by the ALICE Central Trigger Processor
CTP) it stores a (user specified) number of post-L0 ADC samples as well as up to 15 (1.5µs)
pre-L0 ADC samples in local buffer.

– In ALICE, the L0 signal arrives at the detector FEE 1.2µs after the interaction
• When the ALTRO receives the L1 signal from the CTP it increments the data buffer pointer

(data is saved for readout)
• When the ALTRO receives the L2 signal it decrements the pointer after reading the data

(L2accept) or not (L2reject). The Readout Control Unit “packages” the data and sends it to
the Local Data Collector (LDC) - so called ALTRO data, which sends it on to the Global Data
Collector (GDC).

Shaper Output ALTRO Output
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EMCal Signal Processing
More Precisely:
• The signal from each tower is split in the FEE into 3 parts:

– A High Gain and Low Gain energy channel separated by a factor of 16 in gain
• Full scale of low gain = 250 GeV; Least count of high gain = 16 MeV

– A FastOr signal that is summed over the 2x2 towers of a EMCal module
• The FastOr analog signal from each module is passed via cable to the EMCal Trigger Region

Unit (TRU) where it is Flash Digitized at the LHC clock rate (40 MHz) @ 12 bits and used for
the EMCal triggers (L0 generated in the TRU; L1 generated in the Summary Trigger Unit)

• The FastOR data from the TRU can be rewritten into the data stream as if it was FEE ALTRO
data (I.e. the TRU produces Fake ALTRO)

• To decrease the data volume, pedestal values can be subtracted from the data in
the ALTRO and only time bins above a “Zero Suppression” threshold can be
transmitted. Towers with no data can be dropped completely in “Sparse Data
Readout”.

ALTRO Output

Pedestal value
Zero Suppression Level
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EMCal FEE features
• 32 towers/FEE Card
• Individual APD Bias control (between 210

and 400V)
• Trigger capability with Analog sum of fast

shaped (100ns) 2x2 adjacent towers,
output to Trigger board to perform trigger
logic. Modified for EMCal.

• Readout via GTL backplane (same as
ALICE TPC), same Readout Control

• Dual shapers (CR-2RC) for each channel
implemented with discrete components
for increased dynamic range. E.g. x16
gain difference. Modified for EMCal.

– EMCal uses 100ns shaping time

• Shaper output flash digitized with ALice
Tpc ReadOut (ALTRO) chip. 10-bits,
programmable sampling rate from 2-
40MHz, use 10MHz.

• 14-bits effective dynamic range
EMCal version v1.1e
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EMCal Trigger
The EMCal L0 high energy shower trigger:
• Each TRU receives the analog sum energy from the 4x24 modules of 1/3

super module (input from 12 FEE FastOR outputs;  8 EMCal modules per
FEE) via cables where it is Flash Digitized at the LHC clock rate (40 MHz)
@ 12 bits.

• The TRU performs a digital pedestal subtraction and sums over several
time bins and all combinations of adjacent 2x2 modules (4x4 towers).

• If a space-time sum is above the threshold that has been set, the L0
trigger is armed and the L0 decision is sent on the Beam Crossing when
the time sum decreases after it has been increasing.

• The L0’s within the TRU are OR’d together and the TRU sends the L0
decision each BC to the Summary Trigger Unit (STU).

• The Summary Trigger Unit OR’s together the L0 results from all TRUs
and sends the L0 decision each BC to the Central Trigger Processor, to
arrive at the CTP within 800ns after the interaction.

• The CTP incorporates the EMCal L0 into the ALICE trigger decision and
issues the ALICE L0 trigger, or not.
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EMCal L1 Trigger
The EMCal L1 high energy shower and jet trigger:
• Upon receipt of the ALICE L0 trigger (or not), 1.2µs after the interaction,

each TRU sends the digitized FastOr data for all EMCal modules (2x2
towers) for the BC corresponding to the L0 time, after pedestal
subtraction and sum over several time bins, to the Summary Trigger Unit.

• The STU takes the module sum data from all TRUs and performs all
adjacent 2x2 EMCal module sums (4x4) towers over the entire EMCal.

• If a 4x4 tower space-time sum is above the threshold that has been set,
the L1 shower trigger is armed and the L1 EMCal shower trigger decision
is sent to the CTP to arrive at the CTP at 5.6µs after the interaction.

• At the same time, the STU sums regions of 8x8 modules, and then sums
all combinations of adjacent NxN regions of 8x8 module sums.

• If an NxN space-time sum is above the threshold that has been set, the
L1 jet trigger is armed and the L1 EMCal jet trigger decision is sent to the
CTP to arrive at the CTP at 5.6µs after the interaction.

• The CTP incorporates the EMCal L1 trigger information into the ALICE
trigger decision and issues the ALICE L1 trigger, or not.
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EMCal LED Gain Monitoring System
• LED system for gain

monitoring and gain
adjustment.
– Calibration “calibrates” LED

light/tower
– Independently monitor LED

light to normalize out light
source

• One fiber per EMCal  
module (shown) excites
WLS bundle - low
efficiency.

• 12 modules (fibers) per
strip module fed by one
3mm fiber from remote
LED to strip module.

APD gain is temperature 
dependent 1/MdM/dT ~ 1.7%/C
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LED Light Monitoring System

• LED Drivers and monitor located in
space between FEE crates.

• LED system has been used to test SMs
after arrival at CERN to insure that all
channels are functional.

to 3mm

to LED

to PhotoDiode
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EMCal SM Readout

• 3 Shielded Ribbon
Cables per Strip
Module
–  APD bias,

preamplifier LV,
and signal

• 8 Temperature
Sensors per SM
– 2 sensors every

6th strip module
• LED monitoring

– One 3mm Fiber (1
LED) per Strip

– 24 LEDs per SM
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EMCal SMs Installed

A-side view C-side view
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EMCal SM Readout

• Two FEE crates (2 RCUs) each with 2 GTL Buses with 9 FEE cards.
• A group of 12 FEE cards is connected to a Trigger Region Unit (TRU).
• An extra FEE card is installed at 4th TRU location to readout LED

reference photodiodes.

FEE
TRU
LEDRef 2 FEE Crates of SM
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FEE / Trigger / DAQ Overview

• 9 FEE + 1 Trigger Region Unit  (TRU) setup/readout via GTL bus with 10 addresses.

• Readout Control Unit (RCU) controls FEE and TRU on up to 2 GTL bus branches.

• Detector Control System (DCS) RCU daughter card (simple LINUX processor) for
FEE and TRU setup (e.g. APD bias)

• Data to DAQ via Detector Data Link on RCU - passed to High Level Trigger.

Same Readout for TPC/PHOS/EMCal

Customized for EMCal

ALICE items
TRU
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EMCal  Trigger

On EMCal SM

STU
CTP

TTCrx x30

TRUs

• Trigger Region Unit (TRU):
– Flash digitizes analog energy sum of 2x2 towers (a module) input from 12 FEE cards

– Zero subtraction, time-space sums, thresholds, peak detects, provides L0, and 2x2
time sum data shipped to STU

• Summary Trigger Unit (STU):
– Performs “OR” of L0 signals from TRUs
– Performs L1 single shower & jet trigger with multiplicity dependent (V0) threshold

TRU
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…and then the π0 Paper is submitted

• …and then the EMCal data is recorded,
processed, calibrated, analyzed, written up, and
submitted for publication.

• details to follow…

π0 paper

How the π0 paper gets submitted… 


